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Association of Recorded Sound Collections Awards for ExcellenceBest Historical Research in

Record Labels – Best History (2017)This biography tells the story of one of the most notorious

figures in the history of popular music, Morris Levy (1927-1990). At age nineteen, he

cofounded the nightclub Birdland in Hell's Kitchen, which became the home for a new musical

style, bebop. Levy operated one of the first integrated clubs on Broadway and helped build the

careers of Dizzy Gillespie and Bud Powell and most notably aided the reemergence of Count

Basie. In 1957, he founded a record label, Roulette Records. Roulette featured many of the

significant jazz artists who played Birdland but also scored top pop hits with acts like Buddy

Knox, Frankie Lymon and the Teenagers, Joey Dee and the Starliters, and, in the mid-1960s,

Tommy James.Stories abound of Levy threatening artists, songwriters, and producers,

sometimes just for the sport, other times so he could continue to build his empire. Along the

way, Levy attracted "investors" with ties to the Mafia, including Dominic Ciaffone (a.k.a. "Swats"

Mulligan), Tommy Eboli, and the most notorious of them all, Vincent Gigante. Gigante allegedly

owned large pieces of Levy's recording and retail businesses.Starting in the late 1950s, the FBI

and IRS investigated Levy but could not make anything stick until the early 1980s, when Levy

foolishly got involved in a deal to sell remaindered records to a small-time reseller, John

LaMonte. With partners in the mob, Levy tried to force LaMonte to pay for four million

remaindered records. When the FBI secretly wiretapped LaMonte in an unrelated investigation

and agents learned about the deal, investigators successfully prosecuted Levy in the extortion

scheme. Convicted in 1988, Levy did not live to serve prison time. Stricken with cancer, he died

just as his last appeals were exhausted. However, even if he had lived, Levy's brand of storied

high life was effectively bust. Corporate ownership of record labels doomed most independents

in the business, ending the days when a savvy if ruthless hustler could blaze a path to the top.

Carlin's book shines a light on [Levy's] misdeeds but also celebrates the great music he issued

on Roulette. (Bill Dahl Association for Recorded Sound Collections Journal)Early 'record shark'

and music hustler, Morris Levy, probably best known for his ownership of the Roulette and Tico

record labels (among a host of others in the 1950s and beyond) along with running New York

City's popular Hell's Kitchen-based nightclub Birdland (that he co-founded as a teenager) and

his well-known Genovese family Mafia connections, gets the 'just-the-facts-ma'am,' even-

handed, well researched treatment in this compelling biography, by Richard Carlin, of one of

the most notorious figures in popular music history. Ever. (Gary von Tersch Big City Rhythm &

Blues)With Godfather of the Music Business: Morris Levy by Richard Carlin we have, at last,

the book that couldn't be written. The work is thorough and well researched. It is also even-

handed in that Levy's accomplishments are well delineated in addition to his associations and

scams. Carlin makes it very clear that Levy's reputation rested on the fact that his word was his

bond. . . . Carlin has done an exceptional job in telling Levy's story. Highly recommended. (Jazz

Etc.) --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Book DescriptionRichard Carlin has written an

eye-opening, behind-the-scenes study of jazz and popular music through the fascinating (and

checkered) career of Morris Levy. Digging deep into a variety of sources, Carlin has added

fascinating, often highly personal, details to the history of popular music during the latter half of

the twentieth century. This is a messy and revealing story, with an assortment of criminal types

and sprinkled with many interesting photos. (Ronald D. Cohen, editor of Alan Lomax, Assistant



in Charge: The Library of Congress Letters, 1935-1945, published by University Press of

Mississippi)The FBI always figured Morris Levy was the front man for the syndicate in the

record business. This beloved, feared music man finally gets the epic biography he deserves in

Richard Carlin's fascinating Godfather of the Music Business. (Joel Selvin, author of Here

Comes the Night: The Dark Soul of Bert Berns and the Dirty Business of Rhythm and Blues) --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorRichard Carlin is author of several

books on popular music, including Worlds of Sound: The Story of Smithsonian Folkways and

Country Music: The People, Places, and Moments That Shaped the Country Style. He also

coedited "Ain't Nothing But the Real Thing": How the Apollo Theater Shaped American

Entertainment and edited the eight-volume series America's Popular Music. --This text refers to

the hardcover edition.Read more
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1990NotesIndexPREFACEWhy are you writing a book about him?—Eddie BrigatiEddie Brigati

gave me a long, cold stare after I told him I was writing a book about Morris Levy. Like many of

the people I interviewed, Brigati had strong opinions about Levy and his operations. And like

many people I interviewed, he could not understand why anyone would want to dig into the

dark story of one of the music industry’s most polarizing figures.Both beloved and feared,

Morris Levy cast a long shadow on the world of popular music from the bebop era through the

birth of rap. As a founder of Birdland in late 1949—the premier progressive jazz club in New

York City—Levy was also among the first to promote a racially integrated club on Broadway,

and helped build the careers of jazz greats from Count Basie to Dizzy Gillespie and Maynard

Ferguson. Once he established his own label, Roulette Records, he represented the old guard

of scrappy record producers who shaped the early years of jazz, R&B, and rock ’n’ roll by

signing acts that the major labels would not touch. Early on, Levy recognized the value in

songs that most viewed as disposable fluff (at best) or vulgar teenage pulp (at worst), scooping

up copyrights and master recordings from his peers, building an empire based on a bet that

these songs would continue to be performed for decades to come.However, Levy also

represented the darker side of the paternalistic system of music production that came of age in

New York City after World War II. Artists were paid a minimal fee up front, but rarely saw

royalties for their songs. Levy was not averse to listing himself as a “coauthor” of songs that he

recorded, and insisted that his artists publish their work with one of his many related

companies, thus taking an extra share of every penny earned. He was a ruthless competitor,

skirting the edges of the law—if not completely ignoring them—when it came to enforcing his

ownership rights. He was loath to pay artists and used his physical size and intimidating

manner as a means of scaring off those bold enough to enquire about their money. Many of

these were common practices among the entrepreneurs who recorded R&B, jazz, and rock ’n’

roll in the years immediately following World War II. But Levy unquestionably was among the

most egregious offenders, while he lacked many of the redeeming qualities—such as a deep



understanding and love of the music—of his peers.Stories about Levy are the stuff of legends,

often told by music industry veterans as examples of how business was conducted in the “good

old days.” In retrospect the humor in Levy’s gruff retorts—“You want royalties? Go to

England!”—makes him appear to be at least aware of his own duplicity. However, many who tell

these stories recall being truly frightened by Levy’s words at the time, and there are many tales

of beatings and other rougher treatment of those who questioned the executive’s manner of

doing business. Decades later, the truth is difficult to unwind; but the preponderance of the

evidence shows that Levy could veer from lovable to dangerous in the wink of an eye. Only the

strong survived in his world, and he grudgingly admired most those who stood up to his

harangues.Whenever anyone writes about the fifties and sixties music scene, questions of

exploitation of artists arise. Some forgive the record producers, saying it was standard industry

practice to pay pitiful royalty rates and charge all expenses against future earnings, as well as

using various schemes to underreport actual sales figures. Despite the fact that some of the

independent label owners—such as Ahmet Ertegun at Atlantic or Bob Weinstock at Prestige—

were often enthusiastic lovers of R&B, blues, and jazz, many had no qualms about taking the

lion’s share of profits from their businesses and sharing as little as possible with the artists who

made the actual records. Of course, Levy took these practices to a new level of dishonesty.

Ruth Brown—who spent decades trying to get an accurate accounting of her royalties from

Atlantic Records—aptly described the situation when she compared Atlantic’s Ahmet Ertegun

with Levy, saying when you recorded for Roulette you expected “statutory rape,” but with

Atlantic it was more like “date rape.”1Levy took the shady practices of the music industry and

developed a series of clever new ways to pocket his artists’ income. Besides adding his name

to countless compositions, he charged every penny of expenses he possibly could justify (and

many that he could not) against artist royalties. He played the role of legal advisor, manager,

label owner, and music publisher for many of his artists, a clear conflict of interest. He licensed

his own recordings for reissue on his budget labels, without paying royalties to the artists,

which was legal under the terms of his contracts but morally questionable. He bullied his artists

into recording his own copyrights, so he could make extra money from his publishing.

Ultimately, Levy cared little about developing his artists; he merely wanted to make a quick

buck off their work. For this reason, many who worked with him still seethe, decades later,

when his name is mentioned. “I want to go with you and piss on his grave,” David Brigati told me

—Eddie’s brother and once a member of Joey Dee and the Starliters, a band that Levy

recorded—with a look that indicated he was dead serious in this mission.Another reason

Levy’s story has attracted scholars and fans alike is his ties to the Mob. The Mob’s infiltration of

the entertainment business was part and parcel of the lives of pop artists and those who

exploited them throughout this period. Levy worked in a world where it was impossible to avoid

mobsters; he began in nightclubs where the Mob literally controlled almost all aspects of the

business, from the tablecloths that were used in the clubs through the vending machines

placed in them and the liquor and food that was sold. He never denied knowing leading

mafiosos; he even bragged about these ties, perhaps to puff up his own importance and power.

Nonetheless, the question remains how much he was in bed with them. It seems that—like

many other victims of the strong-arm tactics of the Mob—Levy found himself relying more and

more on the Mob for funding his operations, and ultimately found himself in a position where he

had little choice but to do their bidding. It is difficult to untangle how much he was a mere front

man or co-conspirator with these lifelong associates.This is a story of the music business in all

its ugly glory. It is also the story of individuals struggling to survive, where mere pennies could

separate a successful operation from bankruptcy. Levy was a man full of contradictions, like the



world he inhabited. It is my hope to illuminate a small corner of that world to show how it came

to grow and thrive, but also how it ultimately was impossible to sustain. Morris Levy is both

hero and anti-hero of his own life story, representing both the glory and the infamy of the pop

music world.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSLike many others, I was exposed to the incredible story of

Morris Levy through the writings of Fredric Dannen, first in an interview feature in Rolling

Stone, and later as part of his seminal book, Hit Men. Dannen was among the first to make a

compelling case for how the music industry took advantage of artists, with Levy serving as an

inspiration for many of its darkest practices. Reporter William Knoedelseder, who covered the

trial that ultimately saw Levy’s downfall in the mid-eighties, is the second key source on Levy’s

operations. In a series of articles in the Los Angeles Times, Knoedelseder traced a complex

web surrounding an ill-fated sale of remaindered records by MCA that involved Levy and his

cohorts. This was expanded in his important book, Stiffed, one of several studies of MCA’s ties

with the Mob.Several writers and friends have been key in helping me understand the story of

Morris Levy. John Broven, the author of Record Makers and Breakers among other important

works, has been very helpful, providing leads and other material, along with memories of his

interviews with industry insiders like Hymie Weiss. Stan Soocher, author of They Fought the

Law, graciously provided introductions to several in the legal and music business communities

who I was subsequently able to interview. Tim Riley gave me an introduction to Richard Foos

of Rhino Records, who generously told me about his negotiations to purchase Roulette

Records from Levy. Foos in turn introduced me to his partner at Rhino, Harold Bronson, and

Bob Emmer, who conducted the negotiations for Rhino to purchase Roulette. Both were

extremely helpful in reading the manuscript and offering suggestions for further leads. Aurin

Primack, son of Morris Primack, one of the original investors in Birdland, shared generously his

time as well as two video interviews that were conducted with his father during the 1990s that

provided fresh information about the club and its operations. Chuck Rubin gave a lengthy and

revealing interview about his entire career and his many tangles with Morris Levy over artist

rights. Brad Fisher spoke to me at length about his father, Howard Fisher, and his role at

Roulette, along with his own impressions of Morris Levy and various others who worked at the

label. Brad’s mother, Marilyn, and his sister, Gail, were also very helpful in commenting on the

manuscript. The family also provided some photos for use in the book.Joel Selvin kindly

provided unpublished interview materials that he conducted with industry insiders along with

two revealing unpublished interviews with Morris Levy in his possession. He offered good

advice on how I could approach the story, for which I am very grateful. Bud Powell biographer

Peter Pullman directed me to Aurin Primack and offered a candid assessment of Levy’s and

Oscar Goodstein’s roles in Powell’s career. Michael Zager told wonderful stories about the

disco-crazed seventies and his production work for Roulette. Attorneys Paul Walker and Ira

Greenberg gave me insights into the music publishing business; Greenberg was particularly

helpful on details of the “Why Do Fools Fall in Love?” litigation.Jazz bassist Bill Crow shared

his memories of Birdland and the jazz world of the fifties. Retired record distributor George

Hocutt explained how the record distribution business worked and shared his memories of

dealing with Levy in the seventies and eighties. Photographer Chuck Stewart spoke of the early

days of Roulette and generously provided a photo of Duke Ellington at Birdland for this book.

Neil Sedaka gave insights into the Jewish social culture of the 1950s, including the mambo

craze, and his own dealings with Levy. Rupert Surcouf, ex-manager of the Meters, shared a

story regarding Levy’s bootlegging activities. Ted Hershorn helped me navigate the Rutgers

University Jazz Archives and also provided information on Norman Granz. The Brigati brothers,

Eddie and David, provided pithy commentary on their association with Levy. Dick Hyman



shared his memories of playing at Birdland. Showing that Levy remains a controversial

character to today, some others spoke to me under the condition of anonymity.Among those

who provided editorial guidance and advice, I am particularly indebted to Dick Weissman, who

read an early version of the manuscript and provided helpful comments. Dick kept an eagle eye

out for stray tidbits about Levy, directing me to the memoirs of performers like Nile Rodgers,

which I might not have found on my own. Larry Sandberg similarly provided a critical reading

that helped me focus the text. Ed Berger provided information related to his interviews with

Teddy Reig in preparation for Reig’s autobiography. Bob Porter provided contact information for

several of the individuals who I was able to interview for this text. Marcie Werner aided in my

attaining access to Levy’s trial transcripts and related materials. Kenneth Kimery at the

Smithsonian American History Museum’s archives pointed me toward relevant interviews with

jazz performers. Salvatore Gigante kindly provided a photo of his uncle for use in this text.

Thanks to Craig Gill at the University Press of Mississippi for his faith in this project and

support as I was working on the manuscript.Many offered guidance in how to evaluate the

memories of different informants, who often gave conflicting accounts of the same events; I am

particularly indebted to Jim Elkins, Joel Selvin, John Edward Hasse, Ken Bloom, Ben Bierman,

Atesh Sonneborn, Thom Holmes, Albin Zak, my brother Bob Carlin, and others who have

conducted aural histories and grappled with this question. My wife Jessica Myers conducted

genealogical research and provided much-needed encouragement and support, tirelessly

listening over five years to anecdotes about Morris Levy and the music business.GODFATHER

OF THE MUSIC BUSINESS1Beginnings: From the Bronx to the Royal RoostI was smart, I was

hard-working, and I was a tough kid.—Morris LevyMorris Levy was born to a working-class

Jewish family in New York City’s Harlem on August 27, 1927. His father, Simon Levy, was

originally from Greece and immigrated to the United States in 1912; he was preceded by a

brother, Morris, who came in 1909 and settled in Brooklyn.1 Simon may have joined his brother

Morris in operating a small grocery in Brooklyn. In March 1921, Simon wed the former Rachel

Rodrigues, who was born on May 18, 1896, in Andrinople, Turkey, and came to the United

States in November 1919.2 A son named Zachariah (named for Simon’s father, he was later

known as Irving) was born on December 3, 1922, followed by another child (who died before

Morris’s birth), and finally by Morris five years later. However, tragedy struck soon after when

Simon died of pneumonia in 1928, a disease that regularly ravaged the slums of New York in

the early twentieth century. Simon’s brother Morris had four children himself, so he may not

have been able to offer any aid to Rachel or her family.Following Simon’s death, the family

moved to the Bronx. According to Morris, his mother was ill-equipped to support him and his

brother; Zachariah was temporarily placed in an orphanage while Rachel Levy struggled to

cope.3 Rachel suffered from an assortment of ailments, including such severe lockjaw that she

had to have her front teeth removed in order to eat,4 and thus was unable to hold a regular job.

Initially she worked as a sewing machine operator, a common occupation for first-generation

Jews in the city. However, as she became increasingly disabled, she found work on a

piecemeal basis, cleaning apartments and doing chores. Her two sons were mostly left to fend

for themselves.5Like many other immigrant families during the Depression years, the Levys

were driven onto relief, a source of embarrassment to the young man. “When we got the

[welfare] check on the first of the month,” he boasted years later, “I used to mail it back to the

state, or the city, or whoever the fuck it was.”6 (This is highly unlikely, as no family was in a

position to turn down aid, particularly the Levys.) Desperate to be self-sufficient, he began

shining shoes at the age of nine. Like many others, he found school boring and a waste of time

when he really wanted to be supporting himself and his impoverished mother.7 By the mid-



thirties the family was living in a small apartment in a tenement in the West Bronx. At age

seventeen Zachariah was working as a printer’s apprentice, having dropped out of school after

completing the sixth grade.8When Levy hit adolescence, he had already achieved a formidable

physique: he was tall (nearly six feet) and muscular. Levy managed to stay in school through at

least junior high school.9 However, the tipping point for him came when he experienced what

he considered to be a grave injustice. Although he did well on a math test, the teacher required

the entire class—most of whom had failed the exam—to spend their homeroom time doing

extra math work. Still bitter decades later, Levy said this teacher “had no business teaching

school. [She] . . . must have been seventy-five years old, never got fucked in her life.” After she

demanded that all be punished because of the poor performance of a few, Levy challenged

her, asking, “What about those who passed the test?” According to him:She looks at me and

says, “Levy, you’re a troublemaker. I’m gonna get you out of this classroom if I have to take

your family off home relief.” And I got up—I was a big kid—took her wig off her head, poured an

inkwell on her bald head, and put her wig back on her fucking head. Walked out of school and

said, “Fuck school.” Never really went back to school after that. I was sentenced to eight years

to [reform school] by the children’s court . . . This bitch had no fucking humanity.10In another

telling of his story, Levy said that following this incident he ran away from home to Florida to

avoid serving time in juvenile detention. He claimed to have effectively covered his tracks by

getting “my school records destroyed. I had someone apply for a transfer to another school,

and the old school gave them my records to take to the new school—and they made them

disappear. So I disappeared as a student in the U.S.”11 Whether Levy was so well connected

as a teenager that he could pull off this stunt is unknown; but in any case he never completed

his formal education, seeing little value in kowtowing to tyrants like this teacher.While in

Florida, Levy may have landed his first job working in a nightclub. At the time, nightclubs were

mainly financed and controlled by “criminal elements” that kept a hand in every level of their

operation, from the checking of hats and coats to the serving of drinks to the booking of

entertainment. A common entry-level position for a young man on the make was to serve as a

hatcheck boy. Prior to the early twentieth century, men kept their coats and hats with them on

the backs of their chairs or on wall hooks. The idea of checking your hat at the door was

unknown until an enterprising individual—different names have been floated for the man who

first came up with the idea12—approached one of New York’s tonier restaurants and

suggested that, in return for paying an annual fee, he would operate a hatcheck concession for

them. All he asked for in return was the ability to collect tips from the patrons. Even though the

initial concession fees were in the $2,000–$3,000 range, and tips were in the range of a dime

or so per customer, the profits were enormous and various groups—both legitimate and semi-

legitimate—began bidding for control of these concessions in every major U.S. city.According

to a 1911 article in the New York Times, hatcheck boys could earn a pretty good wage and

were given other perks, including dress uniforms—although the concessionaires had special

reason to insist that they wear these pocketless outfits:The [hatcheck

concessionaires] . . . employ ignorant Greek boys and sometimes Russians [i.e., Jews],

because they are cheap and cheeky. They get from $25 to $30 a month, with their uniforms,

and the Captain, who has a confidential job, gets $60 a month and sometimes a small share of

the profits. The clothing of the boys is made without pockets, so that they cannot conceal any

money they receive and the duty of the Captain is to keep a lookout and see that they do not

hide coins away in their shoes, under the carpet, or any other likely place of concealment to the

detriment of his employer.13An enterprising hatchecker could work his way up from cloakroom

boy to captain to being his own boss through scraping and saving (as well as the occasional



pocketing of tips). And Levy was enterprising; by age fourteen he was working his way up the

hatcheck ladder.After working in the checkrooms, Levy graduated to working in another semi-

legitimate business that flourished in New York’s nightspots: darkroom boy. His first job was the

at the Ubangi club, when he was sixteen. He relates: “The camera girls would go around clubs

taking flash photos. You were in a room in the back of the club, and you got the negatives, and

you developed ’em and had ’em ready in 15 minutes for the customers.”14Even as a teenager,

Levy was well aware of who the true powerbrokers were in the clubs: “When I was 14 or 15 I

worked for people that were in the Mob because they were the people that owned the clubs.

They liked me because I was smart, I was hard-working, and I was a tough kid.”15 Levy noted

that the fact that he “associated” with mobsters was hardly unusual; their presence as nightclub

operators was universally acknowledged, and winning their favor was the way a smart young

man could get ahead: “In those days, even the judges and politicians would kiss [the mobsters’]

ass. . . . They’d want to be seen with these guys. If you wanted to be somebody, you came in

contact with them.”16 It was during this time that Levy probably met Morris Gurlek,17 who had

his own concession business.18 Gurlek remained a personal mentor and financier for many of

Levy’s projects until his death in 1970.Entrance to Atlantic City’s Dude Ranch, August, 1948.

Note how you would enter through the cowboy’s legs! This is one of the clubs where Levy

helped manage photo and hatcheck concessions, in the period 1946–48.Being street smart

and tough were key qualifications for a young man working his way up from the very bottom.

Levy possessed these skills by the boatload, and impressed his bosses with his work ethic:I

became good at the darkroom. I advanced with the people who I worked for and became a

head guy, setting up darkrooms around the country. We had the rights to a lot of clubs. In

Atlantic City, there was Babette’s, the Dude Ranch, the Chateau Renault. In Philadelphia, there

was the Walton Roof, the Rathskeller, Frank Colombo’s. In Newark, it was the Hourglass; in

Miami there was places like the 600 Club, the Frolics Club, the 5 O’Clock Club. New York itself

had two hundred nightclubs, probably.19Teddy Reig, ca. 1948, when he was working as a

producer for Savoy Records. Photograph by William Gottlieb, courtesy the William Gottlieb

collection/Library of Congress.Many of these clubs had notorious reputations and were regular

targets of law enforcement. Their activities present a veritable checklist of criminal and semi-

criminal activities. Babette’s, operated by Dan Stebbins and named for his wife who led the

floor show, was a target of a federal probe into illegal gambling in the 1930s;20 it featured a

yacht-shaped bar and a “trapdoor [leading to] the roof and a descending stairway for quick

getaways.”21 The colorful Dude Ranch featured a huge, thirty-foot tall cutout of a cowboy on its

façade; guests entered by walking through its legs.22 The Rathskeller was the subject of

several raids, in 1945 for employing underage bartenders and a year later for presenting an

“obscene” act.23 The FBI claimed that Miami’s Frolics Club was operated by notorious Jewish

gangsters Morris Barney Dalitz (a.k.a. Moe Davis) and Louis Buchalater, who ran illegal

gambling operations in nightclubs across the country from their base in Cleveland, Ohio.24

Levy’s education involved interacting with this entire cast of characters, many of whom served

as informal role models for his later business dealings.Levy’s progress up the nightclub career

ladder was temporarily interrupted—as was the case for many in his generation—by World War

II. Perhaps in anticipation of his eighteenth birthday exposing him to the draft, Levy enlisted in

the navy in March 1945 and went on active duty a month later working as a hospital apprentice

on Long Island. (Levy’s brother Irving also served in the navy, enlisting earlier in the war.) His

service ended after only five months when he received an honorable discharge because of “the

dependency of [his] ill mother.”25 All in all, Morris avoided the danger of going overseas, and

could still maintain his contacts in New York City while he was in service.During the war,



servicemen on leave flooded New York City, seeking entertainment of all kinds. Clubs that had

been struggling to survive were suddenly minting money. As Teddy Reig—a self-described

“jazz hustler”—recalled: “The fleets would dock and the sailor and army guys were all over. Add

to them everybody else who had made it here by bus or rail, and the locals were ready for

them. It was a place to score, to make a living. You could get any f—king thing, do any f—king

thing. The music was the icing on the cake, but for that you had to go to 52nd Street.”26It was a

boom time for everyone who fed off of the nightclubs, from operators like Reig to musicians like

the young jazz performers who were developing bebop. And it all began on a block-and-a-half

strip of run-down tenements. 52nd Street became known as “Swing Street,” and from the mid-

thirties through the end of World War II it was the heart and soul of New York’s jazz scene. The

52nd Street clubs were all whites-only, despite the fact that they predominantly featured black

jazz musicians.27 World War II, however, would bring changes to the way the races intermixed.

Although the army was segregated, blacks and whites mixed more freely while overseas than

they had at home, each exposing the other to a variety of different musical styles.After the war,

the older clubs on 52nd Street featured some of the bop players for a while, but their clientele

was drifting away to the newly growing suburbs. Meanwhile, the high “minimums” set for drinks

—and the pushy waiters who demanded that patrons continue to spend their cash—alienated

their original audience. Many clubs dropped jazz in favor of less-expensive-to-produce and

easier-to-market girlie shows, earning the street a new nickname, “Strip-ty Second Street.” The

strippers and prostitutes—known as “B-girls” in contemporary slang—often came up with

unique acts to build their audiences. One stripper, Lili St. Cyr, was famous for her reverse

striptease, starting out naked in a bathtub and ending fully clothed; another, known as Zorita,

specialized in stripping while handling a snake.28 In 1948 Time magazine lamented: “Swing

was still there, but it was more hips than horns. Barrelhouse had declined. Burlesque was

back. . . . in place of swing bands they had installed . . . strip-teasers in net brassieres. . . . There 

was little jazz left on 52nd Street.”29 It would take a new type of nightclub to reflect bop’s high

energy.Royal Chicken Roost photo holder, ca. 1948. Patrons would be photographed when

attending the club by house photographers, and could purchase prints mounted in a sleeve like

this.Although the exact chronology is unclear, after his service Levy was working again running

photo concessions in New York and looking for opportunities for advancement. It is not known if

he had any interest in jazz, but he was interested in making money, and jazz was big business

in the postwar club scene. Levy heard about a nightclub/restaurant that was just about to close,

a low-cost eatery known as Topsy’s Chicken Shack, which had a prime location on Broadway

just north of 47th Street. Levy says that he interested some of his original patrons—including

the mobsters who had employed him in the hatcheck business—to purchase the restaurant in

early 1947.30 For a finder’s fee, Levy was given a small piece of the club, but more importantly

a substantial cut of the hatcheck concession. Levy was only nineteen years old at the time. The

new nightclub was christened the Royal Roost and opened in March 1948.Although in his

telling of the story Levy did not mention who his partners were in operating the Roost, from

contemporary accounts it is clear that the club was primarily the brainchild of Ralph Watkins.

Watkins was a jazz saxophonist turned club owner who had previously managed the famous

club Kelly’s Stable on 52nd Street. Described as a “Jewish Rex Harrison” because of his love of

all things English, including bespoke tailored suits,31 Watkins was originally a saxophone

player who graduated to running jazz clubs and managing artists. From the late 1930s through

his induction into the army in 1943, Watkins successfully promoted singers like Billie Holiday,

pianist Art Tatum, and swing bands at Kelly’s Stable. For financing he partnered with George

Lynch, the owner of the La Salle Cafeteria—a local hangout for club owners and musicians



known for its inexpensive food and easy access to drug dealers—who took over the club after

Watkins went off to war. On his return, Watkins was surprised to find the place overrun with “B

girls—that’s short for shady ladies.”32 Looking for a new place to do business, he became a

partner in the Royal Roost.According to a pre-opening announcement in Billboard, the club

was being closely watched because it was the first jazz venue to venture off of 52nd Street

onto Broadway, “the Main Stem.”33 The opening night act, Jimmie Lunceford’s Orchestra,

failed to draw crowds; Watkins blamed one of New York’s “worst blizzards” on the failure of

patrons to crowd the club. Over the next few months, Watkins tried everything to build an

audience for the club. According to Down Beat: “He tried novelty bands, rhumba bands, jazz

trios, cocktail trios, hot combos, piano teams, single names, vocal stars, instrumental jazz

award winners, the big Jimmie Lunceford band, and even offered [Harry Truman’s daughter]

Margaret Truman a job, which got the spot a lot of publicity but no customers.”34 Things were

looking bad for Watkins and his investors.And then along came two promoters and fans of a

new jazz phenomenon, bebop, who went by the colorful names of Symphony Sid and Monte

Kay. Sid (born Sidney Tarnopol, he later used the name Torin) was already a well-known New

York area deejay who was an avid fan of the new jazz being played in the city’s clubs. Promoter

Monte Kay (born Fremont Kaplan) was a second-generation Jewish immigrant who became

known around the city’s jazz scene for trying to pass himself off as black due to his olive-toned

skin. Monte was the youngest of five sons35 and was raised in relative comfort, and showed an

early interest in black culture and particularly jazz music. Since the early forties, Kay had been

producing concerts in any space he could rent, mostly fraternal halls and other small

auditoriums; bebop was not yet well known, and only a small group of cognoscenti could be

relied on to show up for these concerts. Finally, Kay landed a major booking in May 1945 for

Dizzy Gillespie at a well-known 52nd Street jazz club, the Three Deuces. Kay began to worry

that he would not have a sufficient audience, so he offered to give deejay Sid a 50 percent cut

of the proceeds from the show in return for his publicizing it on the radio. Its great success

cemented their relationship, and they subsequently produced other jazz shows, including a

celebrated concert featuring Gillespie and Charlie Parker at Town Hall a few months later.Tired

of working with the 52nd Street club owners—Kay complained they had developed “a real clip-

joint attitude,”36 forcing patrons to constantly order drinks if they wanted to continue to listen to

the music—the duo began looking for appropriate spots to stage bop shows on Broadway. In

Levy’s telling of the story, Sid and Kay approached him about staging a bop concert at the

Roost; in Watkins’s telling, Levy is not mentioned at all. In any case, Watkins agrees that it was

Kay and Symphony Sid who brought bop to the club. In Watkins’s words, “I didn’t know a thing

about the new jazz,” and it is likely that Levy knew even less. Monte and Sid offered to take

Tuesday night—when the club was usually closed—and book in bop acts in return for the

admission fee of ninety-nine cents plus a small percentage on the sale of drinks.37 Watkins

was amazed when “such a crowd showed up that we had to call the cops. It turned the spot

into a progressive jazz joint.”38 According to Levy: “There was a line up the block. We had

Dexter Gordon or Charlie Parker or Miles Davis. They did two nights a week, and then it grew

to three nights a week, then six and seven nights a week. . . . It was really fabulous.”39 By

August 1948 the club was a major success.40The Roost attracted a hip, young crowd to hear

the latest in jazz. The club also drew sightseers and novelty hounds interested in gawking at

the latest sensation in music and fashion. By September 1948, the uninitiated spectators were

so numerous that Watkins distributed a free brochure introducing them to bop’s musical and

hipster language:The squares who enter the Royal Roost these nights (co-owner Ralph

Watkins admits that some do) are handed a brochure illuminating the mystique of be-bop.



Sample excerpt from the pamphlet, titled What Is Bop?:“If you feel something when you hear

be-bop, you feel something because something is there.” Dig?And: “The dominant, tonic, and

the other diatonic chords in most cases are altered by adding the 6th, 9th, 11th and

13th . . . However, Neapolitan, French, German and Italian sixths are used extensively in an

altered form.”41The bemused Billboard correspondent concluded the brief notice with: “Oobop-

sha-bam plus oo-pa-pa-da equals ool-ya-koo. See!!!”The Roost’s layout would be widely

copied. Besides the normal table seating area and bar, the club installed bleacher seating,

fenced in next to the bar, to hold underage fans who were too young to be served alcohol, as

well as those who simply wanted to hang out without paying the necessary minimum for drinks

beyond the ninety-nine-cent admission fee. Although Watkins originally was concerned about

charging anything at the door, he was gratified to find that it did not affect attendance and often

nearly covered the costs of booking the acts.42 For his underage patrons, Watkins installed a

soda fountain in the club; he claimed that it sometimes took in more each night than the regular

bar.43 The Roost heavily promoted its connection with bop, taking the nicknames “The

Metropolitan Bopera House” and “The House that Bop Built.”Things were going very well at the

Royal Roost through early 1949, so well that its managers started to look for a larger space.

According to Levy, his original partner (presumably the unnamed Watkins) failed to cut him into

the new deal that involved opening a lavish new restaurant/nightclub on the second floor of the

Brill Building at 49th and Broadway, to be called Bop City. The space previously had been the

home to several well-known clubs, including the Paradise, Hurricane, and most recently the

Zanzibar. Although significantly larger and more expensive to operate (rent alone was quoted

as being $35,000 a year), Bop City mirrored the unusual admission policies and seating

arrangements of the original club.44The African American newspaper the New York Age

covered Bop City’s opening night, focusing on its integrated staff and celebrity audience:Over

300 celebrities, bop-lovers, music lovers, and the generally curious were able to push, squirm

and pack themselves into the huge [room] . . . but over twice that many were unable to gain

admittance . . .In keeping with the tone of the place, owner Ralph Watkins saw to it that his

waiters, a big, interracial crew, were dressed exactly as you’d expect a waiter to be dressed at

a palace of bop, and they looked interesting if not completely authentic in big, flowing polka dot

bop bow ties. Outside of Ella Fitzgerald, the greatest performance was that put in by the

audience, the greatest mixture of humanity this side of the Casbar [sic]. Celebs came to ogle

each other, beautiful dames came to be ogled, and the rest of ’em just came to ogle,

period.45On the same page, the paper announced that the Royal Roost was switching its

policy from presenting “be-bop shows to fast-moving revues, featuring all-Sepia chorus

lines.”46Watkins had grand plans for Bop City, including installing a formal stage and hiring

such class acts as modern dancer Katherine Dunham, known for incorporating Caribbean and

African influences in her dance works aimed at an art-loving audience. He also was thinking of

franchising the Bop City name and formula in other cities.47 While Watkins was moving into

the big time, Levy was left to manage the Roost. Unable to compete with the better-funded Bop

City enterprise to attract acts, he soon had to close the club. It looked like Levy’s brief career

as a nightclub manager was about to end—but, ever the street fighter, Levy was not willing to

accept being snubbed by Watkins and his partners. Instead, he looked for a new opportunity

that he discovered in another soon-to-be-closed nightclub located further up Broadway at 52nd

Street. This would become home of the most famous jazz club of the era: Birdland.2Lullaby of

Birdland: The Making of a Hipster’s ParadiseWhenever I played a low A, [the] speaker

enclosure vibrated . . . causing a loud buzzing noise. When I reported the problem to Morris

Levy, he said, ‘“Don’t play that note.”—Bill CrowIn 1949 Levy opened Birdland, a trendy



nightclub featuring the hottest new music, bebop. Opening night featured Charlie Parker and

Dizzy Gillespie, among other jazz luminaries; regular customers included writers Norman

Mailer and Jack Kerouac; the bar space attracted down-on-their-heels students, drifters, and

jazz freaks, while the more expensive tables, requiring a full cover charge, brought in haute

society.Levy was not the only one abandoned by his original partners at the Royal Roost when

they opened Bop City. Monte Kay and Symphony Sid were mentioned in the press as joining

Watkins at the new club to book the acts. However, they had a falling out with him soon after it

opened. Kay was so depressed he said that “as soon as the ax fell on me, I went across the

street to [a] little club . . . and got very drunk.”1 According to Levy, Kay approached him shortly

after the Bop City debut with a proposition to open a new club. Levy found a space that had

previously been occupied by a nightclub called the Clique.Despite many claims that Birdland

was named in honor of Charlie Parker, it is more likely that it continued in the tradition of the

fowl-based names of Topsy’s Chicken Shack and the Royal Roost.2 The Charlie Ventura bop-

flavored recording of the same name released in early 1949 may have also been an inspiration;

the opening harmonized scat vocal gave it a hip, modern sound.3 For jazz fans, the name

would indicate that the club would feature the new style of bebop without directly stating it.The

exact identity of the club’s original financial backers is shrouded in mystery. Two of Monte Kay’s

brothers, Joe and Sol Kaplan, were the original applicants for the club’s liquor license, which

was initially denied by the city’s Alcohol Beverage Commission.4 According to the Kaplans,

they had already booked the talent for a projected September opening night, and spent $8,000

redecorating the club.5 However, the licensing bureau was unmoved, saying “anyone who

proceeds with decorating a room and hiring of talent without knowing whether the liquor

license was forthcoming has only himself to blame.”6 Down Beat more ominously said that—

given their failure to get an operating license—“chances are [the club] won’t open at all.”7The

Primack family celebrate at Birdland, ca. 1951. L to R: Aurin, Morris, Jeanne, and Harriet.

Courtesy Aurin Primack.Having missed their original opening date, the club’s promoters

scrambled to find someone who had a “clean” background and the cash needed to pay for a

liquor license. An unlikely investor was brought to the table by a shadowy figure named Dave

Rosenbloom, said to be involved in at least one of the 52nd Street clubs. Rosenbloom had a

childhood friend named Morris Primack, who had lately cashed out of his family’s lumber

business.8 Primack had the cash and the “clean” name, so he was selected to apply for the

license. His son, Aurin, recalls some burly-looking police inspectors visiting the family

apartment to check out Primack and to make sure he had no nefarious associates. Word came

back from the liquor board with provisional approval, so a new opening date of December 15

was planned. However, when Primack and his lawyer went to pick up the license at the end of

November, the clerk had a surprise for them:I went up with my lawyer to the liquor board and

asked for the license and why they were withholding it and so they said it may take a month or

so or a little more but we would definitely get it since everything was OK. Then my lawyer came

out and told me that I had to pay $3000 under the table if I wanted to get the license

immediately. Since we were going to open, I had to pay the $3000, and we got our

license.9Opening night at Birdland, Dec. 1949. L to R: Red Rodney, Lester Young, Hot Lips

Page, Charlie Parker, and Lenny Tristano. Courtesy Aurin Primack.Although rarely

documented, this demand by city officials for additional payoffs was not unusual.When Down

Beat announced the new opening date for Birdland, the two “operators” were listed as Irving

Levy and Morris Primack.10 Perhaps Kay and Morris Levy were keeping a low profile because

of their previous failure to obtain a liquor license. Over the years, both Irving Levy and Primack

seem to have played a variety of roles at Birdland as needed. All agree that Morris Levy was



the front man who booked the acts and also kept the club’s silent partners (i.e., mobsters)

happy.11Besides the named investors, there are several other accounts of who may have been

behind-the-scenes investors in the club. Levy acknowledged that his old employer in the

hatcheck business, Morris Gurlek, provided key seed money. There were also rumors that a

well-known mobster, Joseph “Joe the Wop” Cataldo, invested in the operation.12 Cataldo

owned several nightspots, including Pastor’s Club in Greenwich Village and the Camelot

Supper Club—located across town from Birdland and a known “wise guy hangout”13—and

was a major dealer in illegal narcotics.14 The FBI dubbed him “a top NYC hoodlum,” a dubious

honor. Some sources say Levy and Kay bought from Cataldo the lease to the space, previously

occupied by the Clique, which had itself experimented with a jazz policy for a while during

1948.15Birdland finally opened on December 15, 1949, with an all-star concert featuring

Parker, Lester Young, a Dixieland band, and the young singer who Levy claimed to have

discovered at the Royal Roost, Harry Belafonte. Showing their ambitions to make Birdland the

definitive jazz club, Levy and Kay put together a program that was a kind of mini-history of jazz,

from Dixieland to the latest bop. The opening night was a sellout, and more importantly a

critical success. John S. Wilson, writing in Down Beat—the jazz bible of the era—lauded the

concert not only for its historical significance but for the quality of the music:A little imagination

was applied to the presentation of jazz in a night club and, wonder of wonders, it resulted in not

only good entertainment but good music. . . . Show is called A Journey through Jazz, and it

turned out to be just that. With Bill Williams, an unfrocked disc jockey, doing the commentary, it

covered the Dixie of the ’20s, the swing of the ’30s, the bop of the ’40s, and the ultracool, or

whatever it’s going to be called, of the ’50s.So far, so good. It’s a nice idea and anybody can

get up and talk about the history of jazz. But the real kick to the presentation is the fact that

when the samples of each type of music are offered, the guys offering the samples are the

kingpins, or damned close to it, of their period.16Birdland struggled during its first months of

operation. The new club faced the same challenge as the Royal Roost; Watkins’s Bop City was

better funded and could outbid Levy for the best talent. Finally, Levy and Kay came up with a

counterstrategy:We . . . came up with a Machiavellian move against Bop City. Every time we

reached for an act, they would get it. So we went to the big booking agents and said, “You’ve

got a band we want: Amos Milburn and his Chicken Shackers.” Which really don’t belong in a

jazz joint. We picked another band that played tobacco barn dances. And they said, “We’ll get

back to you.” And being that we tried to book those two bands, they grabbed ’em and put ’em

into Bop City. We got ahold of Charlie Parker. So we sort of stunk out their place and got

tremendous good will at our place. From that point on, we drove Bop City into the

ground.17Born a street fighter, Levy’s take-no-prisoners approach to his nightclub competition

would continue throughout his career managing Birdland. Levy’s tactics worked; Watkins tried

introducing a revue format to attract new customers to Bop City, but the upshot was the club

quickly closed, as Down Beat reported in its December 1, 1950 issue.18 Watkins was unable

to support the overhead of a larger space.Perhaps because Birdland was still struggling, Levy

was also involved in other businesses during this time, including running a bookie operation.

Police officers arrested Levy and an unnamed partner at Levy’s apartment on May 5, 1950,

when Levy was found with “a sheet of paper bearing names of race horses, amounts wagered,

[and] identity of players.” Levy told the officers that he and his partner had “just started in

business—we’re here three days.” Levy was fined $250 or thirty days in jail when the case

came to court about a year later.19 Shortly after this incident, Levy’s mother died on June 23,

1950.20 On August 25 Levy married his first wife, Patricia Byrne. She was already active in

nightclub management, and would help Levy run Birdland during its first years.Birdland was a



subterranean place; it was located in a basement underneath a Broadway storefront. A simple

awning with the name on each side led you to the club’s entrance. Oddly enough, a uniformed

doorman stood there, as if he were guarding a Park Avenue apartment house, holding open

the door for those willing to descend into the jazz world below. Patrons entered down a steep

staircase, stopping at the first landing before a small ticket window where a comely ticket girl

collected the admission fee. As writer Rob Mariani recalled, even the ticket taker had a special

aura:I remember thinking the first time I stepped up to it to buy a ticket that the woman behind

the glass was the most exotic, beautiful creature I’d ever seen. She had big soft black

eyelashes, a white flower in her hair like Billie Holiday, and when she handed me my ticket I

noticed her fingernails were long and pink like flower petals. Her perfume wafted through the

window’s speech hole and mingled with the smoky beer smell coming up from the

bar.21Another flight down was the club itself. As you entered, you passed under a crudely

hand-lettered sign that read: “Welcome to The Jazz Corner of the World. Through these doors

pass the most.” (Some say the sign painter ran out of space, although others noted that “the

most” was hipster language for the hippest, coolest customers.) Originally, playing on the

Birdland name, Levy had installed bird cages hanging from the rafters complete with finches

and a Mynah bird, but the birds soon succumbed to the thick smoke and dim light of the club;

the birds also had the annoying habit of dropping the husks of their birdseed on patrons’

tables.22 A saxophone-tooting bird sporting a nifty tuxedo and up-swept tail was used in the

club’s original advertisements and programs. The jazz critic Leonard Feather found the entire

bird motif slightly distasteful:A bird motif was maintained in a manner that later seemed, in

sober retrospect, slightly debatable. There were finches and canaries hung around the walls,

an aviary in back of the bar, and a so-called “fortune-telling bird” that took quarters from

customers. Even the invitations to the opening were provided by homing pigeons carried

around . . . to the various newspaper and magazine offices. New Yorkers were somewhat

baffled, during the next few days, to see birds flying out of the windows of the Time and Life

Building, the New York Journal-American and other vantage points; all were returning to their

stations carrying capsules in which were the folded acceptances. (No birds were lost.)23Like

the Roost, admission was only ninety-nine cents initially, with a minimum charged at the bar

and tables. Next to the bar was a “bullpen” where underage patrons could watch the

proceedings without access to alcoholic drinks or paying the minimum. This cramped area

attracted a motley crew of patrons, mostly young college students or those just out of school. It

was separated from the posher seating area and bar by a fence that kept the riffraff properly

corralled. The tables attracted the more upscale patrons, along with “friends” of the club and

other luminaries, who enjoyed a less obstructed view and more breathing space. Backstage

there was a small kitchen along with a service bar and an office/bandroom. Dividing the space

were the back stairs where, before and after performing, musicians and staff would often hang

out.Birdland was noted as a place where musicians and music lovers could simply hang out,

without worrying about having to keep buying drinks or food. Even at the more expensive

tables, Levy maintained the policy that listeners were allowed to linger without being harassed

by the staff, as Leonard Feather noted:There was a need for this type of jazz club, where

people can be sure that the bouncer won’t shove you against the bar to make you buy another

drink the moment your glass is empty. There’s no business-hustling atmosphere; no matter how

long you sit at a table, nobody gives you a dirty look. And no matter how big or expensive the

shows may be, Birdland has never gone in for a policy of raising the admission price where

there’s a big name artist.24Levy took the unusual (for the time) stance that Birdland would be

open to both blacks and whites, with a low admission price ensuring that young fans as well as



the more well-to-do society types could attend the club. The African American newspaper the

New York Age celebrated the club because of its open policies, saying it was helping to

desegregate the music world.25 The Age’s reporter noted that even the head waiters reflected

the club’s policy, with one being black and the other white. Levy hosted fundraisers for the

NAACP on several occasions, both at the club and at other venues.Birdland became a popular

hangout for musicians when they were not working, to check out what their competitors were

up to, to sit in with a band, or to just gossip and meet with friends. During the daytime when the

club was not in use, the management would allow select musicians to use it as a rehearsal hall

or to work up their acts. Management also never dictated to the performers what they should

play. Just the fact that black musicians were given the chance to perform on Broadway—New

York’s premier entertainment thoroughfare—was unheard of before Birdland opened. As Morris

Primack recalled: “The thing that I really didn’t know and appreciate was that a lot of these

people who came at that time had no place to go and play on Broadway. I know when we hired

Erroll Garner he was so appreciative that we gave him his chance, that we brought him up to a

higher bracket, which surprised me. I wasn’t cognizant of the problems that black people

had.”26The African American press regularly cited Birdland as a model club, one where

musicians were treated well regardless of their race. The staff, too, was largely African

American, and most staff members remained with the club for years, enjoying the prestige and

regular pay that their positions offered. Morris Primack’s son, Aurin, recalled that the

management and staff often ate dinner together before the club opened, giving a family feeling

to the operation.27 When Birdland waiter Jimmy Bowman purchased a brand new 1956

Cadillac—supposedly the first purchased in New York City that year—it was duly reported in

Jet magazine. The unnamed columnist wryly noted, “His boss drives a Ford.”28The African

American newspaper the Pittsburgh Courier lauded Birdland for its integrated policy, which was

highly unusual for the day: “White Southerners, venturing North, who express the slightest

objection or protestation in the truly democratic policy at Birdland, are asked out quietly, gently,

firmly, and emphatically. There are probably fewer racial incidents in Birdland than in any

similar spot in the country.”29One of the best-loved annual events in the early years of Birdland

was a charity baseball game that pitted the Count Basie band against the Birdland staff. The

game was held in Bear Mountain State Park as a benefit for the Police Athletic League. Aurin

Primack remembered that, besides the Birdland staff, the game attracted precinct cops and

also several less-savory types who were associated with the club. He has a particularly vivid

memory of his father asking one beefy-looking gentleman who he called “Mr. Swats” to help

young Aurin unload a big metal container of potato salad from the back of their car. “Mr. Swats”

was the nickname of mobster Dominic Ciaffone,30 who became a key partner in Roulette

Records.The annual games were so popular that they attracted notice in the African American

press. In the 1955 outing, the band was pitted against “the bop palace’s personnel in a crewcial

[sic] Basie-ball game.” Pee Wee Marquette pitched for Birdland, which also “include[d] seven

players named Morris,” a nod to the many partners named Morris in the operation. Joe Williams

had “the distinction of throwing out the first nonbopper.”31 This humorous notice was obviously

a product of Birdland’s PR department, but it rang true of Basie’s own accounts of genial

horseplay between his band and the Birdland staff.From the start, Birdland attracted a wide

swath of New York society. Gossip columnist Dorothy Kilgallen regularly attended, if only to

report on the comings and goings of the artsy set; Earl Wilson also reported on the activities of

the musicians and stars at the club, as did African American gossip columnist Izzy Rowe.

Glamorous stars like Ava Gardner and Elizabeth Taylor showed up when they were in town;

Gardner particularly enjoyed hearing Miles Davis.32 In 1958 novelist Kingsley Amis came to



hear Miles play, drawn by the trumpeter’s reputation as a brooding master of cool jazz. The

black-interest weekly magazine Jet regularly reported on the doings at Birdland, often focusing

on the fistfights and brawls begun by the angry wives of jazz musicians who confronted their

husbands’ lovers when they encountered them at the club.33Although many nostalgically

recalled Birdland as a place where bebop giants performed for an audience of high-society

actresses and club hoppers, there was another regular clientele that packed the audience.

Drug dealing and prostitution were rampant at Birdland and in the surrounding bars, cafeterias,

and drugstores, and police raids were frequent. In 1951 a New York State commission

investigated drug use in New York City’s nightspots. One prostitute recalled how different acts

at Birdland would attract drug dealers specializing in different products; the Spanish acts, like

Machito’s Cubans, tended to attract cocaine dealers, while the boppers’ drug of preference was

heroin.34While drug stores and cafeterias were catering to a broad range of users, the clubs

tended to attract a more sophisticated crowd. There was an admission charge to attend a club,

plus if you wanted to sit in a preferred table or booth, you had to spend additional money on

food and drink. So Birdland attracted users, among both its performers and audience, and

sellers, using everything from lower-priced narcotics to the more “upscale” heroin and

cocaine.Unlike the Cotton Club in the late twenties and thirties, which relied on lavish floor

shows and beautiful girls to pull in the crowds in addition to its talented house bands, Birdland

only featured music, with a sparsely decorated stage featuring an awning-like overhang that

could barely hold a small ensemble. The stage was so small that the piano had to be placed on

the floor when a larger band appeared, replacing the front row of tables. The ceilings were so

low that drummers had to be careful not to swing their sticks too high. Although the sound

system was primitive, the sound quality in the room was said to be exceptional; even the bar

denizens, who could barely see, were treated to a full sonic experience.Pee Wee Lambert with

deejay Bob Garrity posing with the Gretsch “Birdland” model drum kit. Courtesy Aurin

Primack.The simplicity of the setup was part of the place’s unfinished charm. However, Levy

was enough of a showman to realize the crowd craved something exotic along with the hip

music, so he hired an emcee who became emblematic of the club’s image as part hipster

paradise and part freak show: Pee Wee Marquette.Marquette was born William Crayton

Marquette in Montgomery, Alabama. By the early thirties, he was working as the “band mascot”

for a popular Nashville, Tennessee–based dance band led by Francis Craig, which worked

local hotels and broadcast regularly over the powerful station WSM. Exactly how Marquette got

from Nashville to New York is not known, but by 1941 he was emceeing at the popular

nightclub Zanzibar, where he occasionally joined in the act as a comic singer. When the

Zanzibar closed in 1949, its location was taken over by Ralph Watkins’s new club, Bop City,

and Marquette became the emcee there.35 However, by 1951 notices appeared indicating that

Marquette was now working at Birdland, where he would gain his greatest fame.36 A midget

who stood 3'9" inches tall, Marquette became Birdland’s voice, as he announced all the acts

and kept order on stage. His costume varied from clownish near–minstrel show attire—a

ringmaster’s felt jacket with an oversized bowtie—to formal wear for more auspicious

occasions. He was famous for his raspy, high-pitched voice, malapropisms and

mispronunciations, and strange speech rhythms. As Bill Crow recalled:Pee Wee’s voice was

high-pitched and brassy. . . . He frequently slipped into the dialect of Montgomery, Alabama, his

birthplace. He would climb laboriously onto the Birdland bandstand, pull the microphone down

to his chin and shout officiously:AND NOW, LAYDUHS AND GENTLEMEN “BIRDLAND” THE

JAZZ CORNAH OF THE WORLD, IS PROUD TO PRESENT, THE ONE AND

ONLAH . . .37Crow also recalled that the diminutive announcer carried an adjustable butane



lighter that he used to light the large cigars that he puffed on as he announced an act.

Marquette would light a cigarette for a customer by dramatically adjusting the height of the

flame to compensate for his own short stature: “It was an unnerving experience in a dark

nightclub to put a cigarette in your mouth and have a two-foot flame suddenly shoot up from

waist level with Pee Wee leering hopefully at the other end.”38Mariani described Marquette as

purposely misusing the microphone, reveling in creating feedback, hiss, and other comical

effects, while announcing each act in his “shrill voice that would rattle the ice cubes in your

glass.”39 Among his many annoying habits, Marquette would leave the microphone at his level,

so when a bandleader came on stage he would have to grapple with it to bring it back to the

right height. It is said that once Dizzy Gillespie comically walked across stage on his knees in

order to speak directly into the microphone following Pee Wee’s introduction.As part of his job

as emcee, Pee Wee would announce the names of each performer—for a price. He demanded

that sidemen and even featured performers tip him before they appeared on stage. If not, he

would mispronounce or mangle their names—if he acknowledged them at all. Mort Lewis, then

manager of the Dave Brubeck Quartet, recalls how Pee Wee would treat those who refused to

tip him:Every act that played [at Birdland], the musicians had to give [Marquette] fifty cents and

he would announce their names as he introduced the band. Dave Brubeck gave him fifty cents,

Joe Dodge gave him fifty cents, and Norman Bates gave him fifty cents. Paul Desmond refused

to pay one cent. And when Pee Wee Marquette would introduce the band, he’d always say, in

that real high-pitched voice, “Now the world famous Dave Brubeck Quartet, featuring Joe

Dodge on drums, Norman Bates on bass,” and then he’d put his hand over the microphone and

turn back to Joe or Norman and say, “What’s that cat’s name?” referring to Paul. Then he would

take his hand off the microphone and say, “On alto sax, Bud Esmond.” Paul loved that!40Bobby

Hutcherson recalled how Pee Wee mispronounced his name throughout his first week playing

at Birdland until he paid him a five-dollar tip out of his wages. After paying up, he was amazed

by how “that five dollars completely changed everything, because all of [a] sudden, everybody

heard that there was this new kid in town and he’s playing four mallets with a sextet at

Birdland, on the stage and he’s only nineteen-years-old, and ‘boom’ everything

started.”41Lester Young summed up most musicians’ attitudes toward Pee Wee when, fed up

with the midget’s insistence that he pay him for the privilege of announcing his name correctly,

he quipped, “Get out of my face, you half-a-motherfucker.”42Marquette could be considerate of

some performers. When cool jazz vocalist Jeri Southern appeared at Birdland in the mid-fifties,

her sotto voce singing was difficult to hear above the usual crowd banter and noise. To quiet

the crowds, Marquette left cards at each table stating:Cognoscenti of the Birdland Arts are

hereby importuned to forgo requesting of vins et viands during the recital of Miss Jeri Southern

to effectuate the maximum benefits from her volatile variations in vocalization. There will be a

hiatus of service, seating and side issues during Miss Southern’s renditions, with full

restoration of such facilities following the denouement of her inimitable delineations. (French

words italicized by moi.)43Marquette’s mock formality in this announcement is in keeping with

the minstrel tradition of black performers parodying the highfalutin style of white presenters.The

second colorful character who was a regular at Birdland was radio deejay and announcer

Symphony Sid, the self-named “Mister Hip” who was a major exponent of bebop. Beginning in

1951, Levy sponsored a regular live broadcast from Birdland on Friday nights from midnight to

4 a.m., with Sid alternating records with live performances. Initially Sid worked remotely, but

soon a special glass booth was constructed at the back of the club to house him, where he sat

under bright lights as if he were in a display case. Sid’s booth was such an attraction among

the bleacher crowd that “those kids would press against the window watching the show until I



thought the whole booth would collapse,” according to the deejay.44Sponsoring Sid’s radio

broadcast was a canny move on Levy’s part; in the days before radio signals were more closely

regulated, late-night broadcasts from New York’s stations could be heard through a vast area,

from the Midwest to the South, even to ships crossing the Atlantic. By 1955 Billboard reported

that Levy was “buying multi-hour segments over WINS and WOR radio,” and also covering the

union fees that enabled the musicians to appear on these broadcasts.45 Sid’s broadcasts

would help make Birdland a destination for tourists from around the country and across the

globe.Frank Sinatra, boxer Ezzard Charles, Symphony Sid, and an unknown woman in the

small glassed-in booth that served as Sid’s broadcast studio in Birdland, in 1953. Courtesy

Aurin Primack.Sid’s radio patter was a mix of old-time vaudeville jive, relentless shilling for his

sponsors (including half-price clothiers, jazz record shops, and flea-bag hotels), and his own

take on contemporary slang (he has been credited with coming up with bopper’s slang

expressions like “kooky,” although these things are hard to trace). Among the devoted listeners

to Sid’s monologues was the nascent beat author Jack Kerouac, who picked up some of his

own jazz-inflected prose rhythms from listening to Sid’s patter.46 Ross Russell recalls Sid’s

improvised advertisement for a funeral home: “When fate deals you one from the bottom of the

deck, fall by the Sunshine Funeral Parlors. Your loved ones will be handled with dignity and

care, and the cats at Sunshine won’t lay too heavy a tab on you. Now, I’d like to play a

request . . .”47Another devoted listener to Sid’s late-night broadcasts was a young Stokely

Carmichael, who was turned on to African singer Miriam Makeba while still a junior in high

school through the deejay’s broadcasts. Carmichael compared Sid to the black R&B deejay

Jocko, saying Sid was more “erudite . . . he addressed an adult rather than a youth

audience. . . . I learned a lot from Sid.” The fact that Sid recognized Makeba as an important

artist with links to American jazz deeply impressed Carmichael, who had never heard an

African performer before.48Sid’s radio mike was wired directly into Birdland’s PA, so his

relentless patter could be heard by the club’s late-night denizens. Supposedly, on opening night

when Charlie Parker was on the bandstand, Sid called out that a “caller from the Bronx”

wanted to hear the bop great blow “White Christmas”; Parker obliged with a “big, buttery,

luscious” version.49In August 1953 Sid was replaced on the Birdland broadcasts by deejay Hal

Jackson, among the first African American deejays. The Pittsburgh Courier approvingly noted

that this was “the first time a Negro has had a six-hour show nightly on any major network

affiliate.” The broadcast was carried live from midnight to 6 a.m. every night on WABC. This

was a brave move for the early fifties and was in keeping with Levy’s open policy to black and

white audiences.50 Sadly, ABC cancelled Jackson’s contract by early December “despite being

roundly applauded for its democratic principles” in hiring the African American deejay,

according to the New York Age. Poor ratings were given as the reason for firing Jackson and

cutting back the broadcast to just one hour.51Performing on the cramped stage at Birdland

was not the most comfortable experience. How Count Basie fit his sixteen-piece band into the

club is something of a miracle. Bassist Bill Crow recalled how the band was squeezed onto the

bandstand, while Basie led the band from his piano on the floor.52 Crow was playing with

vibraphonist Terry Gibbs’s band at Birdland opposite Basie. He described the rather crude

“stereo” sound system that Levy had installed supposedly to improve the sound quality when

larger groups like Basie’s performed there:A pair of speakers were hung, one at each side of

the Birdland bandstand, but only the front microphone was connected to both channels. The

piano mike went to the left speaker and the bass mike went to the right one. When more mikes

were added for larger groups they were split between the two channels. The music sounded

balanced to anyone sitting at a table between the two speakers, but at the bar and in the



bleachers the left one predominated.Since the speaker that carried the bass mike was across

the bandstand from where bass players usually stood, it took me a while to notice that

whenever I played a low A, something in that speaker enclosure vibrated in sympathy, causing

a loud buzzing noise. When I reported the problem to Morris Levy, he said, “Don’t play that

note.”53Levy also cut corners when it came to the club’s house piano. Jazzman Billy Taylor

served as house pianist in the early fifties and was dismayed by the condition of the

instrument. He later recalled how he convinced Levy to purchase a better instrument:I said [to

Morris Levy], “Look the piano has been going for a while so this might be a good time to get a

new piano.” So he said, “Well what kind of piano should I get?” So I said, “Steinway.” He said,

“Well that’s very expensive, isn’t it?” We had a long conversation about it. . . . the way I finally

sold him on it is I said . . . “You are aware of the value of a Cadillac right?” He said, “Of course.”

So I said, “If you buy this year’s Cadillac and you keep it for four or five years and then you

want to sell it as a second hand car as opposed to an Oldsmobile or a Chevy . . . you can get

much closer to your investment right?” He said, “Yeah sure, it’s a Cadillac.” I said, “That’s my

point. This is a Steinway.”54Another key figure in Birdland’s operations was Oscar Goodstein,

the club’s long-suffering manager. Before joining the Birdland staff, Goodstein had worked as

“an auctioneer, a metallurgist, an insurance salesman, a deck hand on a tugboat, and just

before his Birdland debut was manufacturing oil burners.”55 An amateur pianist, Goodstein

visited Birdland early on when Bud Powell was performing, and immediately was hooked on

jazz:I had the misfortune, or good fortune, call it what you want, to go down to Birdland one

night. I paid the big ninety-eight cents to get in. And who was on the stand but Bud Powell . . . I

enjoy[ed] what he was doin’, but [didn’t] understand him. He was playing a riff within a riff within

a riff. [He] played very little melody—if I strained, every now and then I heard the melody—then

I realized, My God, this is a different kind a music than I ever heard in my life. I went back the

next day. And the next day. And I decided . . . I’m gonna get into this business.56It is not

surprising that, after being drawn to Birdland by hearing Bud Powell perform, Goodstein would

form a long relationship with the pianist—perhaps as a front for Levy. It began in 1953, when

Powell was institutionalized for psychological problems. To secure his release for performances

at Birdland, Goodstein appeared in state court to vouch for the musician and became his de

facto guardian, overseeing his finances.Goodstein was in a powerful position to take advantage

of the often mentally frail pianist, as many contemporary critics noted. Writer Maely Daniel

Dufty wrote a stinging condemnation of Goodstein’s arrangement, noting that “Goodstein

had . . . an ideal set-up [as Powell’s manager]. . . . All he really needed was some real talented

‘boys’ he could sell to himself and his boss/and or partner [i.e., Levy] at the price he sets in his

double function as buyer and seller.”57 In Goodstein’s defense, Powell was often

uncommunicative and difficult; could fail to show up for a date or leave halfway through a set;

and was easily set off by even one drink.Nonetheless, Goodstein took strong control over

Powell’s life and career. Alfred Lion, the president of Blue Note Records, who recorded Powell

on several occasions during this period, related how Goodstein ensured that Levy’s needs

were met: “Morris Levy insisted that everything [Powell] recorded had to be written out because

they had all the publishing rights. So the bass player George Duvivier wrote out Bud’s tunes.

We rehearsed at Birdland that afternoon. And Goodstein was there making sure that Levy got

the written music.”58 In 1956 Powell finally freed himself from Goodstein’s direct control,

although Goodstein would reenter his life again and again through Powell’s death in

1966.Although the club was purportedly named for him, Charlie Parker was hardly a regular

performer there. After his appearance on opening night, he appeared a few times over the next

year or so. His most notable appearance was when he played accompanied by a small string



section in July 1950. Parker was promoting his recent recording Bird with Strings, with the

accompaniment arranged by pop producer Mitch Miller, hardly a fan of bebop. Many jazz critics

felt that the string setting was not ideal for Parker, leading him to play in a much more

restrained style. An anonymous reviewer in Down Beat complained “His tone [is] a flat,

monotonous, squawking thing, and his work in general appears to have no relationship to what

is going on around him.”59 Jerry Wexler, later a producer for Atlantic but then working as a

staff writer for Billboard, agreed that the album and Birdland performance did not represent

Parker’s best work: “The fans ate it up, but it’s a fair guess Parker will have to expand and vary

his program if he hopes to sustain audience interest after the novelty wears off. More and

different arrangements, a vocalist, a few unvarnished, swinging numbers with the chamber

group and solo with the rhythm section should be added.”60The idea of a dedicated bebopper

playing with classical musicians accompanying him fascinated both the jazz and “long-haired”

crowd. Billy Taylor—who was subbing at the last minute for Parker’s usual pianist Al Haig—

commented that “The opening night was a smash! . . . People absolutely loved it.”61 Levy later

bragged, “It was the biggest and most important week we’d had.”62 Oscar Goodstein also gave

Levy credit for the show’s success: “Morris Levy has always had a unique faculty, a sixth sense

of timing. He knew Bird with Strings would be perfect for the club.”63The club did so well in July

that they brought back the “Bird with Strings” show a month later, enjoying equal success.

About the August appearance Dorothy Kilgallen reported: “there are lines of patrons outside

the club . . . and box office receipts have tripled since Charlie introduced his long-hair variety of

bop.”64In July 1951 Parker lost his cabaret card due to his drug use, which meant he was

unable to appear in any New York nightclub, and had to scramble for work wherever he could

find it. He did occasionally appear at Birdland but only as a “guest” sitting in with another group

(a way to sidestep the law), but in general was absent from the club’s roster. Parker was able to

get his card reinstated in early 1953 and subsequently appeared in late June 1953 at Birdland,

but was so unreliable that he was “banned” from performing in the club going forward.

Throughout the period of his banishment, Parker begged for a second chance, according to

Goodstein, who quoted him saying, “Let me right my wrongs. I’m really straight this time, for

good. Give me a chance to show what I can do—put me in for just week. You’ll never regret

it.”65 The management finally relented after a year and Parker returned again with strings in

August 1954 for what was to be a three-week engagement. Parker showed up to perform

wearing orange Bermuda shorts, suggesting that anyone else wearing Bermuda shorts should

be given free admission.66Shortly before the fourth night of the engagement, Parker was

drinking in a backstage party celebrating his thirty-fourth and singer Dinah Washington’s

thirtieth birthdays. When he came on stage, he called for “East of the Sun,” but after the

introduction began to play “Dancing in the Dark.”67 Even though he was at fault, Parker angrily

told the string players to leave, and was himself then fired from Birdland. Realizing that, per

union rules as the bandleader, he was on the hook to pay the musicians for the entire

engagement, Parker went home and attempted to commit suicide by drinking a bottle of iodine.

He was committed to Bellevue State Hospital, a mental institution, where he spent the next two

weeks.68Parker’s last appearance at Birdland has become legendary due to his onstage falling

out with pianist Bud Powell. Powell may have been hired by Birdland manager Oscar Goodstein

for the date, as he was anxious to find the pianist work. It is unclear whether Goodstein was

aware that Powell and Parker had a longtime rivalry, with Powell feeling that Parker was given

more credit for the innovations of bebop than he deserved. Whoever put together the group,

the players were at odds almost immediately; one musician who witnessed their performance

said, “I don’t think I ever saw a group on any bandstand with more internal friction and less



mutual love.”69 Nonetheless, the opening performance went well according to Charles Mingus,

who was also on the date. However, the next night was when the trouble between Powell and

Parker occurred. Years later, Mingus recalled:The second night Bud Powell is very unruly. Bird

is late. The set starts off with me and [drummer] Art Blakey. [Trumpeter] Kenny Dorham is late,

also. Charlie comes up to the bandstand and tells us to hold everything. He then calls a tune

and starts counting a tempo and Bud plays a different tempo. This goes on a second time.

“Come on, baby,” Bird says to Bud; he goes over to the piano to set the tempo for him.After

intermission, Bud starts doing the same thing again. Bird walks off in disgust, and proceeds to

get drunk . . .The rest of the evening was no better than the first two sets. . . . Oscar Goodstein

and Charlie had words. Oscar ordered him out. Bird reminded him who he was talking to and

strode out, only to return later, walk up to the bar, put a wet cheek next to mine, and say,

“Mingus, I’m goin’ someplace, pretty soon, where I’m not gonna bother anybody.”70Parker’s

comment to Mingus turned out to be prophetic, as he died the following Saturday.When

Birdland celebrated its fifth anniversary in 1955, its owners had reason to be proud; where the

average jazz club closed within a few months (or at most a year or two), Birdland had endured.

Larger, more posh clubs had tried to duplicate its success and had failed. Even though it was

associated with a new and, for many, foreign-sounding music, Birdland consistently drew

appreciative audiences and the best performers in jazz. The African American press lauded

the club for consistently offering work to black artists at a time when few venues were able to

do so: “the club has provided the most consistent outlet for Negro talent in the big city. Modern

jazz advocates and other musicians have long been able to count on a date at Birdland when

few other spas would put them on their bandstands. It has been a mecca for top Negro

performers in the jazz field.”71 Levy was honored at a special dinner given by the Courier, an

African American paper, in Detroit in mid-1955 for opening “a proving ground for musicians on

Broadway.”72Birdland was so successful that in mid-1955 the club was expanded to

accommodate more patrons: “With its jazz stars tearing the house down, they not only had to

call out the cops to hold the crowds in check, but also the carpenters, who are now taking the

walls down to make [room] for the overflow patrons. When the carpenters complete their

digging, the hepcats will be able to continue their digging from sixty extra seats.”73At the height

of its success, Birdland employed thirty-one people, including: “ten waiters, four bartenders,

three cashiers, two busboys, two porters, a ticket seller and ticket taker . . . The payroll runs

between $2500 and $3000 a week.”74 The cost of booking artists was also steadily rising

through the fifties:With the musicians’ union scale [in 1961] up to about $132 per sideman and

double for the leader, even a show featuring nothing but two flat-scale quintets would run to

over $1500 a week, but in an expansive mood Birdland has been known to stretch as high as

$7500 for a strong program. Billy Eckstine, at the height of his career, once got $6500 for a

week’s work, a figure that did not include the supporting show.75Although these figures sound

impressive, the sidemen made very little; drummer Don Lamond lamented that his pay came to

only $18.00 a night when he was working with Stan Getz’s band at Birdland, playing from 10

p.m. to 4 a.m. every night.76Variety attributed Birdland’s success to the fact that the “spot has

skirted some typical jazz spot pitfalls and the club has gained a corollary rep for being straight

and clean. So much so, that Birdland has been an extracurricular classroom for several college

jazz courses, including that of Dr. Marshall Stearns of New York U.”76 Stearns was among the

first academic jazz historians, and his imprimatur gave the club a whiff of respectability that

jazz venues rarely enjoyed. How “straight and clean” the club was is a question of debate; as

the fifties wore on and the sixties began, the club would become increasingly noted for

incidents of racial tension and violence that would overshadow its musical reputation.3Jazz



Entrepreneur: 1949–1957Morris may have been a gangster but he was a man of his word.—

John LevyThe success of Birdland inspired Levy to expand his operations into just about every

aspect of a musician’s career, including recording, composing, publishing, concert promotion

and production, and management; why share any of these income streams with outsiders? By

1957 Levy’s many holdings and cross-interests in the jazz and pop music worlds led jazz critic

Ralph J. Gleason to call him a “music octopus,” whose tentacles reached deeply and

dangerously through the pop music scene.1Early on in his operation of Birdland, Levy

discovered almost by accident the value of owning the publishing rights to the music performed

there. In a story he told to several interviewers, Levy related how he was told that he had to pay

a fee to ASCAP for any copyright material performed at his club:I was in my club one night and

a guy comes in from ASCAP [American Society of Composers Authors, and Publishers, a

performing-rights agency] and said he wanted money every month. I thought he was trying to

shake me down. I wanted to throw him out. And then he came back and said he was going to

sue. I said, get the fuck outta here. I went to my lawyer and says, What is this guy? He keeps

coming down, he wants money. My lawyer says, He’s entitled to it. By act of Congress, you

have to pay to play music. I said, Everybody in the world’s gotta pay? That’s a hell of a

business. I’m going to open a publishing company.2What Levy suspected as a Mob shakedown

was actually the law of the land. ASCAP had been founded in 1909 after composer Victor

Herbert had heard one of his compositions being played by the house band at one of New

York’s most popular restaurants. Through a series of lawsuits and legislative battles, ASCAP

was formed as a way to collect “performance rights” payments from restaurants, bars,

nightclubs, and other places where music was played publicly for profit, and to distribute the

monthly fees to composers based on the popularity of their songs.“Lullaby of Birdland” sheet

music by George Shearing, released by Levy’s first publishing company, Patricia Music.Levy’s

experience running hatcheck and photo concessions had taught him an important lesson:

There was big money to be made out of the nickels and dimes. Although each individual

transaction might be small, the aggregate amounts could be large; plus, being cash

businesses, the money that flowed through was difficult if not impossible to trace. Levy quickly

realized that owning the music that was played in his club would give him an extra hit of

income. He began with the nightly radio broadcast from Birdland, which he sponsored. He

decided that the show should have a signature theme song, and reasoned that it should be

played to introduce each hour of the broadcast. Since the show was aired from midnight to 4

a.m. each night, that gave Levy four performance royalty hits a night.Originally, Levy found

someone to write a theme, and gave it to house pianist George Shearing to play. Shearing was

not too enthusiastic when he saw the score:
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Johnboy1, “Exceptional Biography Of A Twisted Man. I enjoyed reading this book very much. I

had just read Tommy James's autobiography, and this is the perfect companion. Both are highly

recommended. I confess that I am not a fan of jazz music, and the book does feature his

association with jazz artists more than the pop/rock/r&b artists, but ultimately the biography is

about Levy, and on that count, Mr. Carlin does an exemplary job. He managed to keep me

interested, from start to finish. It's well-researched and put together in an interesting fashion.

Morris Levy was certainly a driven man, and given his early years (working at sleazy gangster-

owned nightclubs as a teenager), it's not hard to understand how the gangster mentality

rubbed off on him. I'm not in any way excusing his behavior, but thanks to Mr. Carlin, it's

understandable that he turned out the way he did. I do question a couple of minor things. How

could Mr. Carlin refer to Joey Dee as a one-hit wonder, when he and his band produced no

less than five national hits, four of which made the top 20 (two the top 10)? Why no mention of

the last big Roulette hit makers before Tommy James came along, The Essex, who followed

their number one song with a top 20 hit. Between The Essex and Tommy James, there was an

iceberg that almost sank Levy's ship. Those are minor, of course. The bottom line is that

Richard Carlin has produced an exceptional biography of a sad man, who walked all over, and

terrorized most of the individuals who made him rich and powerful. Ultimately, he ended up like

we all do, with nothing. Death is the one great equalizer in the world. Very highly

recommended!”

Book Reader, “Interesting look at the mob and music. If I had been a singer or songwriter back

in the 50s to 80s, I sure wouldn't have wanted my contract controlled by Morris Levy. This is a

great look at how the mob, through Levy, got their hooks into unsuspecting creatives.

Especially true for those with no money management skills and substance abuse problems. It's

a wonder they got any money at all.I originally heard of Levy in Tommy James memoir (Me, the

Mob and the Music). James has a grudging affection for Levy, who screwed him out of millions.



He does seem to have a sort of honest, Mafia-type charm.Carlin, the author of Godfather of

the Music Business, tells the history of Levy's record operations in an interesting way, lots of

facts. I wish he had gone into Levy's personal life more. He was married several times and had

a number of children. Still, the book's a good read, even for people like me who know little

about the record industry.”

Carroll D. James, “Good Book. Yes enjoying it very much. I did not know that he opened the

very famous Birdland jazz club on Braodway in 1949 New York City. Not as bad a guy as he's

always made out to be. I recommend it to get a handle on the early business side of Jazz, R&B

and Rock music”

ajf, “Expose of mob influence in the music business. The book was very interesting, as it took

place around the time I first started getting interested in rock and roll (and then rock, and finally

"classic rock") music.There are numerous mentions of bands and artists I followed and whose

records I bought, unknowingly lining the pockets of all kinds of shady characters.Very few

people in this book come off as sympathetic, and most of them ripped off both the artists and

the consumers for years..”

Herman Rodriguez Bajandas, “Very entertaining and researched book on life of infamous

Music mogul Morris Levy.. A very well-researched and entertaining tale of the legendary and

infamous Morris "Moishe" Levy, power-broker of the music/record business. A great book for

Jazz fans, Music business and Mob aficionados A very readable page turner.”

Regis F. Burke, “Godfather of the Music Business divulges many secrets of the .... Godfather of

the Music Business divulges many secrets of the record business (at all levels) from the 1950s

through the 1960s. Levy wasn't the sole perpetrator of the ere but was certainly the most

violent and mob connected.  The book was very enlightening and entertaining.

  

Godfather of the Music Business: Morris Levy (American Made Music Series)”

Mervyn Hagger, “COSA NOSTRA'S PROGRAM DIRECTOR SPINS THEIR HITS. Great

source material for your library about the Cosa Nostra's music business”

Nicholas Ronai, “The book is very good, the subject not so nice!. I've recently read books

about The Chess brothers and Sam Phillips both owners of pioneering record companies in

the fifties and sixties. Although not always the most honest employers, the Chess bothers and

Phillips did have a genuine interest in the welfare and development of their artists. In this book,

however, we meet a character, Morris Levy, the owner of Roulette Records, who appears to

have had no interest in developing his artists and unashamedly cheated them.Levy realized

very early on that the real money to be made in music is from owning the copyright of songs. In

fact, he was not averse to adding his name, or those of his partners, to songs which he had

absolutely no involvement in writing because he knew that, long-term, he could earn a lot of

money that way. Levy spent a great deal of time and energy in acquiring the copyright on songs

from a wide range of artists both directly or by buying song publishing companies especially

where the back catalogue could be exploited.Levy's main strength was in building a vast and

complex array of inter-locking companies both within the music industry and beyond. If the deal

could be financially worthwhile, he was willing to take a risk and was, in the main, successful

but he had no interest in the long haul. His artists may have been popular for a relatively short



time and, during that time, Levy would squeeze every dollar and cent out of that hit record

always making sure that he benefitted financially, mostly at the expense of the artist who never

really knew how much they should have received in royalties.Many of Levy's partners were

unsavoury characters possibly Mafia-related and it was those type of deals with such shady

partners which finally resulted in Levy being investigated by the FBI. Over a long period his

activities were observed by the authorities who finally brought him to court in 1989 where he

was found guilty of "conspiracy to extort" but he didn't live long enough to be sentenced when

he died in 1990.Richard Carlin tells this story extremely well but there's nothing to like about

his subject.”

Andy Simons, “Of the many baddies in the Music Biz, he was the baddest.. A slummy version

of Norman Granz morphs into a monster during the Twist craze. It's one thing to be greedy

(the Manhattan record biz was like that) and pretend otherwise by donating to Israeli charities,

but he gonna break all ya arms and all ya legs too. John Lennon stupidly got charmed by him

and had to recant in court, probably the only person who 'won' against Moishe Levy. But

nobody really could - the otherwise prolific artist thought it best to lay low from the record biz

for five years. Musicians have always cried foul of record companies, but the gradual corporate

takeover of them in the 1970s at least took the threat out of one's music career.”

The book by Richard Carlin has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 66 people have provided feedback.
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